
The Carr Center, Inc. Toddler Enrichment and private speech therapy -Speech Pathologist  

Positions available – 2 

Average hours – 12/week  

 

The Carr Center is a non-profit organization with a mission to serve and assist youth and adults to reach 

their fullest potential through educational programs and functional support. Our Toddler Enrichment 

and private speech therapy programs are unique and special. These programs are offered in a 

community-based setting that is family friendly. We offer small classroom sizes for toddlers to learn in a 

preschool setting and receive speech therapy services. While learning and interacting with peers, the 

speech pathologist delivers one on one therapy to each student. We also offer private speech therapy 

with students grades K-12. Our therapists welcome students of all abilities into the program.  

 

Job Description:  

❖ Maintains valid Ohio Speech Pathology License. 

❖ Provides evaluation and therapeutic intervention for communicatively impaired clients with 

physician prescription.  

❖ Completes initial and annual evaluation utilizing standardized assessments, play based 

evaluation and instruments based on evidenced best practices.  

❖ Scores assessments and generates written reports that are communicated with families, 

physicians, educators and other parties as needed. 

❖ Reviews and adheres to student’s IEP and other assessments to integrate those goals into the 

speech treatment plan. 

❖ Develops intervention plan with measurable goals and completes progress summary every six 

months or sooner if indicated.  

❖ Communicates intervention plan to parents, physicians and educators in writing and obtains 

approval for implementation.  

❖ Provides intervention at appropriate frequency as outlined by the treatment program. 

❖ Communicates child’s progress and needs to client families and providers. 

❖ Keeps detailed records and data for each client in relation to goals and objectives. 

❖ Submits codes for billing to the Executive Assistant. 

❖ Completes discharge summary as children graduate or leave the program. 

❖ Makes outside agency referrals to other facilities for further assessment for speech and hearing 

when appropriate.  

❖ Contributes to program development for toddler enrichment and private speech therapy. This 

includes providing individual home programs and assisting with the management of the 

classroom.  

❖ Actively participates in team meetings for program maintenance, marketing, and development. 

❖ Participates in marketing of all youth programs and fundraisers including but not limited to cake 

auction, golf outing, live at noon, physician relationships, United Way, Family First council, and 

Carr Board of Directors.  



❖ Participates with the team to develop grants and objectives for funding. 

❖ Adheres to industry code of ethics and HIPPA guidelines. 

 

 

Requirements: Valid Ohio Speech Pathology license, Physical, Drivers License  

Provided by the Carr Center: CPR, First Aid, NARCAN training, BCI background check 

 

 

 


